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NHAI clears ₹8,000-cr Pathankot-Mandi NH in HP
The National Highways Authority of India (NHAI) has given clearance to the
₹8,000-crore Pathankot-Mandi, four-lane highway project. It has also restarted
land acquisition process and is floating a global tender for construction of the
project's first phase, between Pathankot and 32 mile in the next two months. A
detailed project report has been completed by Joint Ventures and
Infrastructure Casta Limited. The alignment of the new highway has been
altered and now only a few stretches of the old highway will be used. As per the
proposal, eight bypasses, three tunnels, three railway overbridges and three

flyovers will be constructed. After completion, the distance between Pathankot and Mandi will be reduced from 219
km to 171 km. Towns like Nurpur, Mattor, Nagrota Bagwan, Palampur, Maranda, Baijnath, Paprola and Joginder
Nagar have been bypassed in the new project. Also, tunnels will be constructed between Kotla and Draman, Mattor
and Kachhyari, and Bijni and Mandi town.

Manitou unveils dedicated solutions for construction at Build the Future event

Manitou unveils dedicated solutions for construction at Build the Future event Manitou
Group, the worldwide reference in rough-terrain handling, aerial work platforms and
earthmoving, has unveiled the new segments in its construction range with new compact
fixed and ultra-compact telehandlers, as well as new articulated loaders Read More ...

ICRA: 'Build India' to drive demand in 2021, despite the Covid-19 pandemic

After a 10-12% contraction in CY2020, dragged down primarily by the 39% decline in H1
CY2020, the mining and construction equipment (MCE) industry is poised to grow by 15-
20% in CY2021 (5-10% in FY2022). Continuing the 23% recovery in Read More ...

HCC-KEC JV secures Chennai Metro order of ₹1,147 crore

Hindustan Construction Company Ltd., in a joint venture with KEC International Limited,
has received a ₹1,147 crore contract from the Chennai Metro Rail Limited for constructing
7.95 km elevated viaduct section and nine elevated stations on Read More ...

Generic Engineering secures ₹101-cr construction contract

Generic Engineering Construction and Projects have secured construction orders worth
₹101.77 crore for institutional projects from various clients, existing as well as new ones,
which includes residential, commercial, industrial and Read More ...

Xanadu Realty forays into Pune property market

Xanadu Realty has forayed into Pune property market and has tied up with developers
including the House of Abhinandan Lodha and Kumar Properties to support their
marketing initiatives. The company is aiming to generate revenue Read More ...

India-EU plans eco-city projects on PPP model

The Union government and European Union are planning for PPPs in EU eco-city projects
covering the energy sector involving public lighting, waste-to-energy project and rooftop
solar facility in Bengaluru, Bhubaneswar, Chennai, Mumbai Read More ...

Global Rental Alliance addresses key equipment rental issues

The Global Rental Alliance (GRA), a networking organisation for equipment rental
associations, convened for the first time under the stewardship of the European Rental
Association (ERA) to address the Alliance's future priorities and the expansion Read More ...

IndoSpace targets $300-mn investment in logistics sector

IndoSpace, country's largest investor and manager of Grade A industrial and logistics, has
targeted to invest $300 million across major warehousing and industrial hubs in the
country — and add 4 million sqft of warehousing portfolio by the end Read More ...

Greaves Cotton bets big on non-automotive biz

Following the increased demand from sectors such as infrastructure, defence,
construction, farm and machinery, among others, Greaves Cotton expects its non-
automotive engine business will continue to witness growth. CEO and MD Nagesh Read
More ...

Western Railway plans 506 sq mtrs retail mall in Mumbai

Western Railway (WR) had planned to build a shopping mall that will have retail, game
zone and even a recreation room as its commercial department will offer 506 sq meter of
space adjacent to the booking office. The successful bidder can use this Read More ...

Eurotec machines keep South East Asia's tallest building on track

An iconic landmark is taking shape on the skyline of Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia and a Eurotec
concrete batching plant plus flake ice plant are working in tandem to ensure the project
remains on course to meet its revised completion date. The crystalline tower of Read More
...

ACC and Ambuja Cements accelerate decarbonisation agenda

Ambuja Cement and ACC – both operating companies of leading global building material
and solutions organisation LafargeHolcim – have collectively accelerated their
decarbonisation agenda. The aim is to generate clean and green energy in line with Read
More ...

India-EU agrees to advance implementation of projects across sectors

To strengthen their partnership, India and the European Union has agreed to advance the
implementation of the action plans set out in the EU-India Roadmap 2025 and foster new
synergies to jointly contribute to a safer, greener, cleaner Read More ...

NAREDCO seeks extension of compliance norms in UP

The National Real Estate Development Council (NAREDCO) for Uttar Pradesh has sought a
six months automatic extension for compliance with various orders issued by the Real
Estate Regulatory Authority (RERA) of the state as the construction Read More ...

Sunteck rolls out realty plans for MMR region

To match the emerging demand scenario in the Mumbai Metropolitan Region (MMR),
Sunteck Realty has planned to start the development of two-three million sq ft of real
estate projects in the current financial year, in addition Read More ...

Bentley Systems announces acquisitions of sensemetrics and Vista Data Vision

EXTON, Pa. – Bentley Systems, Incorporated (Nasdaq: BSY), the infrastructure engineering
software company, has announced its acquisitions of sensemetrics (agreement executed)
and Vista Data Vision (closed), leading providers of software for Read More ...

DMRC expedites ₹8,390-cr Aerocity-Tughlaqabad corridor

Delhi Metro Rail Corporation is all set to start construction work on the underground
section of Phase-IV of its upcoming Silver Line— the Aerocity-Tughlaqabad corridor for
which the DMRC has already secured a loan from Japan International Read More ...

MoRTH targets 331-km of tunnelling by 2026

The Union transport ministry has aimed to complete tunnel projects totalling 331-km in
length by 2026. Union transport minister, Nitin Gadkari, informed that the aggregate length
of National Highway tunnels under operation is 31 km Read More ...
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